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President's Letter:
Members,

I hope this month's newsletter finds you enjoying a
prosperous and happy holiday season. I would like
to remind everyone as we move into our hard water
fishing season - NO ICE IS SAFE - so be alert and
prepared for any on ice situation. I say this as I have
been through the ice, and it is not fun.

I can tell you from my personal experience, that you
need to use good judgment and not let anyone talk
you into going on the ice unless you are aware of the
situation.

I accept responsibility for going through the ice. My
mistake was I accepted the statements of a friend
who said he had been on the lake and knew it. Well,
he had not and did not, and I ended up in 22 feet of
ice water several hundred yards from shore at night
when the temperature was 20 below zero. Not fun.

If this was not bad enough, we had no rope or other
means to assist in our rescue effort. Learn from my
mistake and always carry rope and ice picks. There
are many great products to help you if you go in.
There is a flotation product that will float your vehicle
and is a life raft for you. There are ice fishing suits
that float. Check them out as I want to see you at our
next Club meeting and hear about your outing.

Join TCWU Today

Last Meeting:
Thursday, December 7th

Keith Kavajecz

Upcoming Meetings

Next Meeting:
Thursday, January 4th

Dave Genz



Bring your friends or meet new ones and talk ice
fishing at our Jan 4, 2018 meeting with Dave Genz.

Joe Roach
President of TCWU

Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited would not
be possible without our sponsors. Please
be sure to patronize all our sponsors: click
on the link to the right to see our
sponsors:

OUR SPONSORS

TCWU to Host Ice Outing for
Veterans and their families

TWCU members will volunteer host an
ice fishing event specifically for all
veterans and their family members on
Big Marine lake on February 11, 2018.
This will be in partnership with the
Minnesota National Guard, Clam's Ice
Team, Morrie's Automotive. More
details to come on our website. Click
below to send an e-mail to TCWU's
event coordinator if you are interested
in volunteering to help with this event:

Click here to volunteer

Guest Speaker Re-cap
Keith Kavajecz - December

Keith is a Professional Angler from
Kaukauna, Wisconsin. He shared that he
started out in a Walleye Club in Rochester,
Minnesota and his success since has earned
him induction into the Fresh Water Fishing
Hall of Fame. He is the co-host for The
NextBite TV Show, which focuses on
teaching how to catch fish.
 
Keith blitzed the TCWU with an awesome
walleye presentation that featured his pro
angler fish catching intensity. He gave a



lengthy presentation on Jig fishing, Trolling
Cranks and the Shiver Minnow. Highlights included:

Gear:
You must have sensitive equipment; Rod, Reel and Line. You must be able to feel the
transitions of the structure you fish. Walleyes suck in baits, you need to feel them!

Use a sensitive one piece Medium Light Rod. Keith prefers the 6 foot length. It
doesn’t have to be expensive, sensitivity is the key.
Use a no stretch line with a 2-3 foot fluorocarbon leader. He uses NanoFil Hi-Vis
Chartreuse Uni-Filament. It is one strand, has no memory, is slick for longer
casting and is easy to maintain. Great for ice fishing. Keith also likes Fire Line
Ultra8, especially in snaggy conditions.
Keith ties his leaders directly to the main line with an Albright knot, which keeps
swivels out of the eyelets and allows for better casting performance.

Jigging:
“Jigging is for fish on structure, on the bottom. You must make bottom contact”

Jigs
Use semi-standup jig heads with flat bottoms that allow the hook to angle upright.
Walleyes suck in baits and these hooks make it easier for them.

Minnows
Walleyes like bigger/fatter and not longer bait.
Try stacking two minnows on your jig. One on top of the other, lip hooked. If one is
bit off, you still have one left, nice!

Plastics
Uses Gulp and Power Bait, fish like the scent and don’t spit them out.
Uses 3 to 4 inch action tails. Shorter and fatter are best.
Rib worms are great, very flexible and have good action.
Try them when the fish are biting, it will give you more confidence. They work!

Pitching
Start shallow and work deep.
Look for water diversions, slack to fast current, for example.
Look for breaks and small structures.

Tips
When fishing is slow, stick with your confidence baits.
Don’t always match your baits to the forage. Baits that stand out will trigger bites.
Keith likes multi-color jigs and baits.
Jigging action, mix it up. Use lifts, swims, pauses, drops and if you feel something
set the hook. “Hook sets are Free.”

 Cranking for the NextBite
Keith likes to troll with cranks and usually catches big ones.
Bait size is important, match the bait to the fish size you are after.
Down size early for slower action and move to larger baits in mid-season.
Don’t pick bait based on depth, base it on action.
Color; baits with white on the bottom, multi-color/tiger baits, holographic, Flashy
3D.
Keith likes to switch out hooks and replace with Mustad Triple Grip.
Attach lure with a cross lock snap, no swivel.

How much line do you let out?
Will let out up to 300 feet of line.
Tick and Lift. Let out enough line to feel bottom then reel in 10 revolutions.
Lead Core, 18lb test with a #14 swivel and 15 foot FireLine leader.
You can use Snap Weights instead of Lead Core.

Keith is part owner of the Precision Trolling App, a very cool and quick app that helps
you determine how much line to let out to achieve a particular depth with a specific lure.
Has Lead Core and Snap Weight data.

Trolling Tips
Fish suspended Walleyes at the same depth as the top of the mud flats (Millie
Lacs) or nearby structures.



Suspended Walleyes move around, always fish above them.
Suspended Walleyes are spooky, use planer boards, they will herd towards them.
In cold water slower speeds 1.5 mph, warmer 2.0 mph. Push the speed if they are
biting to cover more area and catch more fish.

Shiver Minnows
Are similar to Jigging Raps, except they are weighted differently,
have a different action and have a nice glide. They rise in
different directions but then return to the same spot.
They are the best casting of the class because you can work
them back slowly and really work the bottom.

Presentation
Try to keep them just above the bottom in the strike zone.
Jig and drop 5 to 6 times and then let it glide to the bottom to check in.
The back and forth action fires up the Walleyes “they can’t stand it.”
Check out Keith's video demonstration on "the NEXTBITE.tv" to see it in action.
Do not need to use a swivel due to using NanoFil or FireLine Ultra8. Use a 15 lb
leader.

Tips
The trick is to only retrieve 8-12 inches each jig.
Walleyes often pin the bait to the bottom.
Keith likes to mark fish off structure and cast for them with the Shiver minnow.
Add a bigger treble hook to the bait, use a #4 Triple Grip.
Use strong hook sets and keep heavy tension on the fish to prevent losing the it.
Uses the same 6 foot medium light rod.

Keith is active with social media, in fact he was posting on Facebook from Red Lake and
Lake of The Woods last week. His Website, "the NEXTBITE.tv" is packed full of video,
articles, forums and fishing tips. He has full episodes from the past 13 seasons available
for viewing.

Russell Nelson
Board Member of TCWU

Looking to buy a new auger, but not sure what is best for you?

The Ice Auger revolution is on and the innovation has
created more styles/options than ever before. It has
also made it very difficult to decide what to purchase,
especially if you can't buy one of each. The numerous
new choices include; 40 volt Lithium Battery, Cordless
drills, Propane, 4-stroke, and good ole 2-stroke.
They all have really cool features or are proven, but if
you could only choose one, which would it be? 

Here are a few things to consider and questions to ask yourself before making a choice. 

Consider how you fish
If you spend most of your time on your favorite lake, you certainly have most of
your fishing spots dialed in and are probably not drilling too many holes. 
How do you travel to your fishing hole - walk, ATV, snowmobile, truck?
If you like to try new lakes, travel to where the hot bite is or fish big water, you are
likely to move around a lot and drill quite a few holes. 

Think about the ice conditions where you fish
If you do most of your fishing in and around the Twin Cities the ice doesn’t get very
thick, probably 16 to 20 inches.  
If you fish out of lakes up north such as Lake of the Woods, 40 plus inches is
common.



What do you fish out of - permanent, portable, wheel house, on a bucket?

What size hole do you like or are willing to fish through? Six inches, ten inches or
somewhere in between? You may want more power if you like the bigger holes.

Overall, auger weights are a factor to consider
Gas augers often weigh over 30 pounds with the big boys going 40. 
The newer Lite versions 25-30 lbs 
40 volt lithium 20-24 lbs
The lightweight cordless drill augers 5-10 lbs 

Gas Augers
Propane and 4-stroke augers are really dialed in now. No gas to mix and they fire
right up in 1-2 pulls. Have to be careful to lay them down the right way however, or
the oil can leak out. 
2-strokes are reliable and proven, but gas mixing, smoke, and the smell hasn’t
changed.
Gas engines provide everlasting power, as long as you don’t run out of gas. 
You may never have thought twice about who made your powerhead, but made in
the USA is a thing of the past. Germany, China and Japan are supplying most of
the powerheads today. 

Lithium Battery/Cordless Drill
These augers are odorless, light and so simple to use. 
They are quiet and great for first ice.  
You may have a cordless drill already, so buying the auger will set you up cheap.
Added plus, some of these augers attach to gas power heads. 
Batteries lose performance if cold and may not drill holes fast as you are used to. 
A spare battery and a portable charging system may be necessary. 

Hopefully this will help you dial in to the auger that is best for you. Remember our
Facebook page and club meetings are great resources to strike up a conversation on
this topic.

Russell Nelson
Board Member of TCWU

It Snuck Up On Me Again... The Ice Season!

I can’t believe that it happened to me again.
You would think that I would learn someday.
It seems that I can never see the ice fishing
season coming before I am behind the
proverbial 8 Ball, so I’m once again in
scramble mode to get ready.

At least I put things away after the last ice
season in some degree of order. Tackle,
electronics, clothing, and equipment were
checked and packed away. Now I just need
to get at it all and be sure it is ready to go.
First order of business would be to charge
the batteries for the electronics. I did remember to run all the batteries on chargers late
in July, but I have found that they often run down again by the end of the year. Some
batteries will last several seasons and some die young. Don’t be caught on the ice with a
dead sonar battery.

Check the rods to be sure they are assembled and intact. Line and terminal connections
should be checked and replaced as needed. Protective rod bags are great and really
helps organize rods for walleye jigging, panfish setups, and dead stick/ bobber rods.
Look at your tackle bags/boxes and make mental notes of what you may need for each
upcoming outing.



Find the ice suit, boots, gloves, headwear, ice cleats, etc. It seems that I can never find
my favorite mittens when I need them. It looks that early ice this year will likely not have
much snow, so get those cleats ready to go.

Start those ice augers. I see a lot of frustrated ice anglers every year struggling to start
or keep an auger running. It is usually when it is 15 degrees below and can really wreck
a day on the ice. Change crankcase oil in those 4 stroke engines with manufacturer
recommended oil. Mix fresh gas and oil or better yet, pick up some premixed fuel. I have
talked to a couple of small engine repair technicians and they say that these premixed
fuels are higher octane and completely stabilized, leading to better performance and less
repair hassle. These fuel products come in straight gas and mixes of 40:1 and 50:1 as
well. I have found it at Menards, auto part stores, and Fleet Farm. It costs a little more,
but the fuel comes in 1 quart steel cannisters with resealable lids. I used this all last
season and really found it handy.

Be sure to check those ice shelters, heaters, and ice machines to be sure everything is
in place and operational. Get your propane cylinders out or hit the store for a new
supply. If you run a propane auger be sure you have an adequate supply for the ice
shack heater and to fuel the auger.

As I sit and write this article, all I can think is….It did sneak up on me again. Everyone be
safe on the ice and I hope to see my TCWU friends on the ice trail this winter.

Jim Wood
Vice President of TCWU

Conservation Corner - Catch & Release

Without a doubt Walleyes are the most highly prized fish in the state, not only do they put
up a great fight but taste great too. However, in the pursuit of this fish we sometimes get
a bit carried away when it comes to bagging a limit or taking a picture. Every once in
while you see someone keep a young fish on the bottom end of the slot size or when
they reel in a large fish they keep it out of the water for 10 minutes to take
pictures. When keeping fish it is important to consider the size of the fish being kept, the
smaller the fish the younger the fish and by keeping them it takes away future fingerlings
they might produce. It is similar with the taking of the 20+ inch fish, if we want to have
more big fish to catch then we need to better handle the ones we reel in. Fish that are
hooked in the mouth almost always survive once released so it is important to set the
hook quickly to avoid hooking them to deeply, also have your net, pliers and camera
ready to go if you want to take pictures, the less time the fish is out of the water the
better. It is also important to remember that you do not always have to catch a limit, the
fish have to win every once in a while. 

Will Roach
Board Member of TCWU

Canadian Adventure with my Daughter

We hear it all the time; introduce a kid to the great outdoors. I took
this advice by taking my soon to be 13 year daughter on a trip to
Canada to go fishing for walleyes! I am the father of 4 daughters
and I’ve started a new tradition. As a gift for when they turn 13, we
take a trip to Canada. Just the two of us for 3 days of fishing and
fun!

The drive up gave us a lot of time to talk and make plenty of
stops. Along the way, we stopped at the entrance of Lake Kabetogama and sat on the
giant walleye, ate ice cream, crossed the border, drove through Canada, which is



beautiful as all you see are rocks, trees, and water.

Our adventure into the lodge started with a boat trip, which is the only way to get there. I
have been to the fishing lodge several years, which gives me the advantage of knowing
all the spots to fish. My goal was to teach her jigging and Lindy rigging and of course
catch a lot of fish. Big or small, it didn’t matter as long as we are having fun. 

I would target spots we could stay on and catch fish after fish with a jig presentation.
Then moved out to some spots where we could back troll our Lindy rigs. She caught the
biggest fish of the trip, a nice 25 incher.

All three days, we would pull up onto an island to eat shore lunch. She had fun learning
to drive a tiller boat. At nights we would have fun playing cards, talking about the fun we
had during the day, such as naming the minnows we put on our hooks… like left eye and
fatty. We would talk about where we would fish the next day and made sure we had all
the right things packed in the shore lunch box. 

We caught over 100 walleyes in our three days and she caught several over the 20 inch
mark. But in the end, it was about building memories, spending time together, and having
FUN!

Dale Meinders
Board Member of Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited

TC Walleyes Unlimited, Inc.

Like Us on Facebook:


